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Sl.No Chapter Title English 1Stress and Strain TensorPDF unavailable2Stress and Strain Tensor (Continued) and Cauchy Formula tractionPDF unavailable3Examples on the calculation of strains and thrusts, Major Stresses and DirectionsPDF unavailable4Example on the calculation of major stresses
and directions, Orthogonality of the main areas, the main stresses of all RealPDF unavailable5Maximum Shear Stress and Octahedral Shear Stress, Deviator and Hydrostatic StressP6Transformation Of Stress and Mor Circle in 3-DPDF is not available77 , Rotation and Voltage Tensor, Basic Strains,
Deviator and Hydrostatic StrainsPDF unavailable9Strain Conversion, Strains in polar coordinates, Balance Equations in 2-DPDF are inaccessible10Equilibrium Equations in 2-D Polar Coordinates Plane Stress and Aircraft Strain ConditionsPDF unavailable1Stress-Strain Relationships for Isotropic,
Orthotropic and Anisotropic Materials Stress-Tension-Temperature Relations.PDF Iste12Decesives between exercise Constants and Voltage Energy Density Summary lectures 1 to 11.PDF unavailable13Stress Distribution in thick CylinderPDF unavailable14Stresses due to shrink fittingPDF
unavailable15Stresses in rotating DiscPDF unavailable16Examples on compression and rotating discPDF unavailable17Th7Thosy non-cular ShaftPDF is unavailable18Thrcia not circular shaft (continued)PDF unavailable19Membrane Analog for TorsionPDF unavailable20Thercia thin sections BoxPDF is
unavailable21Thorcia boxes and open sectionsPDF unavailable22Bending of curved BarsP 23Bending Curved Bars (Continued)PDF unavailable24Theories FailurePDF is unavailable25Theory failure (continued)PDF is unavailable26Theories of failure (continued) and their application, Griffith Theory of
Fragile FracturePDF are unavailable27Application theory Griffith, Irwin-Orovin Griffith Theory Modification, Assessment of Dynamic Loading EffectPDF unavailable28Theetimes ElasticityPDF unavailable29Thereorities of elasticity (Continued)PDF is unavailable30Termal stress Distribution in a rectangular
sheet due to the symmetrical and asymmetric temperature FieldsPDF is unavailable31Thermal stress Distribution in CylindersPDF is not available32Unsymmetrical Bending.PDF is unavailable33. PDFPDF is unavailable35Plate Bending (Continued)PDF unavailable36Examples on the BendingPDF plate
is unavailable37Appsupsups are unavailable for bending rectangular and circular platesPDF is unavailable38Thin revolutionPDF shell unavailable39Beam on Elastic FoundationPDF is not available40In the application of the beam on the elastic analysis of the Sl.No fund to calculate the voltage. Link to
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Sl.No Link 1EnglishNot Available2 BengaliNot Available3 GujaratiNot Available4 HindiNot Available5KannadaNot Available6 MalayalamNot Available7MarathiNot. Available8TamilNot Available9TeluguNot Available Sl.No link to 1EnglishNot Available2 BengaliNot Available3GujaratiNot Available4 HindiNot
Available5KannadaNot. Available6MalayalamNot Available7MarathiNot Available8TamilNot Affordable Plane Stress and Plane Strain Assumptions are the basic concepts in structural engineering, although many people do not have a clear and accurate concept of them. First of all, there are two
assumptions: in short, 3-D is accurate but too expensive, saving time and cost-effective, so these two plane assumptions are simplified from 3-D to 2-D. Again, with simplified, you can also have a certain degree of accuracy, which also represents the terms of two plane assumptions. Two plane
assumptions: plane stress assumes that 3-D has a particularly subtle dimension (we can think of it as the direction of thickness) and that the force is left and right in the plane (two directions perpendicular to the direction of thickness), and that the thickness of the stress direction is 0 (). Specific examples
of sheet, high-rise buildings in the wall of the snor, we are in the final cell, in order to reduce the amount of calculations, many times you can use flat units of stress to simulate the plate subject to stress in the plane. The tension of the plane assumes that the 3-D has a particularly long direction, and the
direction of force is perpendicular to the direction of length, so the direction of the length is longer than we can ignore the tension in this direction (). For example, gravitational dams, retaining walls. Plane stress vs. plane strain edited for 2019-02-04 The overall state of stress and voltage is three-
dimensional, but there are life specific geometric configurations that can be handled. Otherwise. A two-dimensional, or biaxial, stressful state is also called plane stress. The plane stresses that one main stress will be zero. This condition is common in some applications. For example, a thin plate or shell
may also have a state of flat stress away from its borders or attachment points. These cases can be viewed with a simpler approach to equations 12.7. There are major strains associated with major stresses. If one of the main strains (say? 3) is zero, and if the remaining strains are sizes along its main
axis, n 3, it is called a voltage plane. This is a condition of events, in particular geometry. For example, if a long, hard, prismatic bar is loaded in a cross-sectional direction, the regions inside the bar, which are from any restrictions, will see a substantially zero load in thethe. direction along the bar axis and
be in the plane of warp. (However, stress is not zero in the direction of zero voltage.) A long, closed dam can be considered. Considered. the deformation state in the regions is well removed from its ends or base, at which it is attached to the surrounding structures. Example 12-1: Identify 3-D underlying
stresses using analytical methods. Considering: the triaxial element of stress, as shown in Figure 12-7 (p. 346) is copyrighted by Industrial Press Inc., 2002 under a licensing agreement with Books24x7 Professor Amit Shaw, Professor Biswanat Banerjee (en) and HaraITgpur In this course the concept of
elasticity, the important properties of solids will be discussed comprehensively. The idealization of a physical system that represents an idealized system through a mathematical equation and, finally, the search for a solution to these equations are the key features that make up the structure of this course.
This course will focus on both theory and applications. INTENDED AUDIENCE : Civil Engineering, Engineering, Aerospace Engineering, Naval Architecture, Applied MechanicsPrerevIZES: Engineering MechanicsINDUSTRY SUPPORT : Any civilian, Mechanical and Aerospace Company Learners
received: 1476 Week 1 : Mathematical preliminary introduction to TensorWeek 2 : Concept of Stress and StrainsWeek 3 : Material Behavior- 1 Common Anisotropic Material, Energy Density Strain, Composite LinkWeek 4 : Material Behavior- 2 Material Symmetry, Linear Elastic Material : Formulation of
Boundary Value Problems in Elasticity Compatibility, Formulation in Cartesian and Polar CoordinatesWeek 6 : Addressing Border Value Problems in Elasticity- 1 Plane of Stress and Plane Warp ProblemsWeek 7 : Addressing Border Value Problems in Elasticity- 1 Problems in Flexible Week 8 :
Addressing Border Value Problems In Elasticity- 1 Problems in TorsionWeek 9 : Introduction to ThermodruilityWeek 10 : Introduction to photo-elasticity : Introduction of nonlinear elasticityWeek 12 : Introduction to photo-elasticity 1.Elasticity 1.Elasticity , Theory, Apps, and Numerics Martin H.
Sadd2.Theory of elasticity by Steven Tymoshenko and , J. N. Goodier IIT KharagpurProf. Amit Shaw is currently an adjunct professor in the Department of Civil Engineering at IIT Haragpur. He received a bachelor's degree in civil engineering from IIEST Shibur (formerly Bengal Shibpur College of
Engineering) in 2000, MTech in Structures from IIT Roorkee in 2003 and a doctorate in computer mechanics from IISc Bangalore in 2007. Prior to joining IIT Kharagpur, Professor Shaw spent two years as a research fellow at the University of Aberdeen, UK. He has also worked for some time in industries
such as Gammon India Limited and L'T ECC. Professor Biswanat Banerjee is currently an associate professor of civil engineering at IIT Haragpur. In 2000, he received a bachelor's degree in Mechanical Engineering at the University of Jadavpur, MTech Degree in Structures at IIT Kharagpur Kharagpur
2004 and phD in computing mechanics from IISc Bangalore in 2009. Prior to joining IIT Kharagpur, Professor Banerjee spent two years as a research fellow at Cornell University, USA. He has also spent some time in industries such as Gammon India Limited, TRF Limited and research laboratories at
SERC Chennai (CSIR division) as a Research Field Scientist.Professor Banerjees is in the field of computational mechanics and reverse engineering issues. The course is free for enrollment and training. But if you want to get a certificate, you must register and write an exam conducted by us in person in
any of the designated exam centers. Afternoon meeting from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.Registration URL: Announcements will be made when the registration form is open for registration. More information will be available after the exam registration form is published. If there is any change, then it will be mentioned
then. CRITERIA TO GET A CERTIFICATE: The average job score is 25% of the average of the top 8 jobs from the 12 jobs given during the course. Exam Score - 75% of the proctored certification exam score of 100 The ultimate score of the scoreYOU exam will be ELIGIBLE FOR CERTIFICATE ONLY
IF AVERAGE ASSIGNMENT SCORE and EXAM SCORE zgt; 30/75. If one of the 2 criteria is not met, you will not receive a certificate, even if the final score is 40/100. It will have NPTEL and IIT Kharagpur logos. It will be electronically verified on nptel.ac.in/noc 'Only an electronic certificate will be
provided. Solid copies will not be sent. FOLLOW US
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